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Abstract

Fungal secreted proteins play important roles in cell signaling, metabolism, and regulation of fungal growth and development. The secretome
refers to all secreted proteins in a proteome that are identiﬁed from completely sequenced genomes. The majority of secreted proteins are classical, signal peptide-dependent proteins that can be predicted using
bioinformatics tools. In this chapter, we describe some commonly used
tools for secreted protein prediction in fungi and propose a relatively accurate bioinformatic protocol for fungal secretome identiﬁcation. The protocol combines multiple signal peptide or subcellular location predictors,
including SignalP, WoLF PSORT, and Phobius, with TMHMM for removing transmembrane proteins and PROSITE PS-Scan for removing endoplasmic reticulum (ER) proteins. Applying this protocol, we have built the
fungal secretome knowledge-base (FunSecKB). The utility of FunSecKB
is described in detail. FunSecKB serves the community as a central portal
for search and deposition of fungal secretome information.
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Secreted proteins are proteins which are synthesized within cells and then secreted to extracellular
space and matrix to play their roles. Secreted proteins play important roles in cell signaling, metabolism, and regulation in growth and development
of all organisms. As the genomes have been completely sequenced in many organisms, the proteomes could be predicted using the information in
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genomes. The term “secretome” was ﬁrst used to
include all proteins secreted to extracellular space
and matrix and proteins involved in the secretion
pathway including endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi
apparatus, and transportation vesicles [1–3]; however, more recently, the term was used to include
secreted proteins only [4,5]. In this work, the
secretome only refers the complete set of secreted
proteins in an organism.
Secretomes are an important part of the fungal
proteome. These secreted proteins include
enzymes, growth factors, cell wall proteins, and
other bioactive molecules which play important
roles in host–pathogen interactions. Fungal
secreted enzymes are used to break down potential food sources for transport into the cells. As
there are many types of fungi producing a great
variety of enzymes that are able to break down
lignocelluloses and other biopolymers, fungi
have an important function in the biosphere as
decomposers. Since secreted proteins are useful
in their ability to break down biopolymers, they
have found a role in many applications including
pharmaceutical and industrial [6]. Therefore, the
ability to analyze a protein to determine if it is
secreted and what functions it may have is useful
as a tool in research to more easily focus on or to
eliminate potential targets. Increased understanding of the secretome biology of fungi will further
promote exploration of the potential applications
of fungal secreted proteins in environmental
remediation and industrial processing including
bio-fuel production.
Most of secreted proteins in fungi are classical
secreted proteins, which have a signal peptide on
the N-terminus of protein sequences. A signal
peptide is typically 15–30 amino acids long,
located at the N-terminus of the protein and is
cleaved off during translocation across the membrane. The presence of a signal peptide directs
the protein to the rough endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) and the Golgi complex in preparation for
transport through the secretory vesicles. This is
referred to as the classical secretory pathway.
Although not all proteins excreted extracellularly
contain a signal peptide, it is believed that that
the majority of fungal proteins are secreted in this
manner [6]. The presence of a transmembrane

domain in the protein sequence, however, indicates that although the protein passes through the
classical secretory pathway, it is not secreted
extracellularly but instead becomes part of the
cell membrane. By combining the results of one
or more predictions for the presence of a signal
peptide along with the absence of a transmembrane domain, the likelihood of the protein being
secreted is very high. Our recent evaluation
reveals that combining the results of multiple
programs increases the accuracy by reducing the
number of false positives and negatives [7].
Two fungal-speciﬁc secretome databases are
currently available. The Fungal Secretome
Database1 developed by Choi et al. used nine bioinformatics tools and protein sequences from
completely sequenced genomes including some
work in progress draft genomes [8]. The Fungal
Secretome Knowledge-Base (FunSecKB)2 developed by us used all fungal protein sequences
available in the NCBI RefSeq database and being
linked and supplemented with protein sequences
in the UniProt database. The detailed comparison
of the two databases was described by Lum and
Min [5]. In this work, we focus on how to utilize
FunSecKB.

Materials (Data)
For individual secreted protein identiﬁcation, the
input is a fungal protein sequence in FASTA format. For a species-speciﬁc secretome prediction
from a whole proteome, which often is obtained
from a completely sequenced genome, a set of
proteins in multiple FASTA format are used as
input.3 We will use a glucoamylase enzyme from
Aspergillus niger (gi 145235763) and a
Schizosaccharomyces pombe protein (gi 19115161)
as examples to explain the input and output of the
tools mentioned in Sect. “Methods.”

1

http://fsd.snu.ac.kr/.
http://proteomics.ysu.edu/secretomes/fungi.php.
3
A description of the FASTA format may be found at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/fasta.shtml.
2
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Methods
The programs used for fungal secretome prediction include SignalP 3.0 [9], TargetP 1.1 [10],
TMHMM 2.0 [11], Phobius [12], WoLF PSORT
[13], PS-Scan for PROSITE [14], and FragAnchor
[15]. SignalP and TargetP predict the presence
and location of an N signal peptide and a potential cleavage site. TMHMM predicts the presence
of a transmembrane domain. Phobius is a combined signal peptide and transmembrane topology predictor. WoLF PSORT (WolfPsort) predicts
the subcellular location(s) of a protein. PS-Scan
is a PROSITE scanning tool which predicts
whether or not a protein contains an endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) targeting sequence (Prosite:
PS00014). FragAnchor is used to predict if there
is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor in
the protein, which may indicate if the secreted
protein is a cell wall protein or attaches to the
outside of the plasma membrane.
There are two methods of using these tools.
The ﬁrst one, most often used by a biologist to
process an individual protein, uses the online
Webserver tool. The second one, often used by
bioinformaticians to process proteome-wide
secretome identiﬁcation, use a standalone package which may be downloaded and run on a
UNIX (Linux) platform.
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In the Signal-NN results, two different neural
networks are used for each prediction, one for predicting the presence of the signal peptide, the other
for predicting the position of the cleavage site. For
each position in the protein, a C, S, and Y score is
calculated. The C score is the cleavage site score
with values being high at potential cleavage sites.
The S score is reported for every position submitted with high scores for amino acids which are
part of the signal peptide and low score for those
which are part of a mature protein. The Y score is
a derivative of C and S with a likely cleavage
point being when the slope of S is steep and there
is a high C score resulting in a high Y score. The
mean S score is the average of the S scores from
the N-terminus to the highest Y score. The D score
is average of the Y score and the mean S score.
The D score is used to determine whether or not a
protein is predicted to be secreted.
In the Signal-HMM results, the positions are
evaluated to determine the likelihood of being a
part of the n-region, h-region, or c-region. Signal
peptides commonly have a hydrophobic central
core (h-region) surrounded by the N- and
C-terminal hydrophilic regions. The HMM makes
a prediction of a signal peptide, a nonsecretory
protein or a signal anchor. A protein with a signal
anchor passes through the membrane but the
uncleaved signal peptide remains anchored to the
membrane resulting in a type II membrane protein [9]. The results also include a probability for
both a signal peptide and a signal anchor.

SignalP 3.0
SignalP 3.0 uses both neural network (NN) and
hidden Markov model (HMM) algorithms in two
different predictors to predict whether a protein
has a signal peptide and where the most likely
cleavage site would be if one is detected [9].4 For
each protein processed by SignalP 3.0, scores are
calculated and returned in two sections:
SignalP-NN result (Fig. 54.1a) and SignalPHMM result (Fig. 54.1b).

Phobius

4

5

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/.

Phobius is a combined signal peptide and a transmembrane topology predictor 5 [12]. A known
problem with signal peptide and transmembrane
topology predictors is the high similarity of the
hydrophobic regions of both the signal peptide
h-region and transmembrane helix. Due to this
similarity, pure signal peptide predictors and
transmembrane topology predictors sometimes

http://phobius.sbc.su.se/index.html.
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Fig. 54.1 (a) Neural network results output for SignalP 3.0 Server of Aspergillus niger glucoamylase protein.
(b) Hidden Markov model results output for SignalP 3.0 Server of Aspergillus niger glucoamylase protein
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Fig. 54.2 Results output for Phobius of Aspergillus niger glucoamylase protein

results in false classiﬁcations. To this end,
Phobius was designed to do both signal peptide
and transmembrane topology prediction and to
distinguish between the two regions.
The output formats available are long with
graphics, long without graphics, or short format
(Fig. 54.2). The default output (long with graphics) shows the prediction of probable locations
for sections of the protein. Some possible predictions are: SIGNAL for signal peptide, REGION
for N-, H-, and C-regions, TOPO_DOM for
topology (cytoplasmic or non-cytoplasmic) and
TRANSMEM for positions predicted to be within
the membrane. The range of positions is given for
each predicted segment. If the entire sequence is
labeled cytoplasmic or non-cytoplasmic though,

the prediction is that there are no membrane helices and is not an actual prediction of location, but
the most probable location.
The short output format gives TM as the number of predicted transmembrane segments, SP as
the prediction of whether or not there is a signal
peptide, and PREDICTION as the predicted
topology. The format of the predicted topology is
given as a series of numbers and letters. If a signal peptide is detected, it is given in the format:
n#-#c#/# where # represents a position in the
sequence. The numbers between n and c is the
range of the hydrophobic h-region and the #/# is
the cleavage site. Following this is either an “i” if
the loop is cytoplasmic or an “o” if it is on the
non-cytoplasmic side and then numbers in the
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Fig. 54.3 Results output for WoLF PSORT of Aspergillus niger glucoamylase protein

Fig. 54.4 Results output for TargetP 1.1 Server of Aspergillus niger glucoamylase protein

format #-# indicating the range of the transmembrane helix. This format is repeated until the end
of the sequence.

WoLF PSORT
WoLF PSORT6 is a program for predicting the
subcellular location of proteins [13]. It takes the
amino acid sequences and converts them into
numerical vectors which are then classiﬁed using
a weighted k-nearest neighbor classiﬁer. The predictions are based on known sorting signal motifs
and the content of the amino acids. It requires the
selection of the organism type: animal, plant, or
fungi. For our example protein (Fig. 54.3), the
result was based on using k = 27 nearest neighbors. Of these 27 closest, 26 were extracellular
and the result is displayed as extr: 26.0. A list of
the localization site deﬁnitions is available on the
Website and include locations such as golg for
the Golgi apparatus, mito for mitochondria, and
nucl for nuclear.

TargetP 1.1
TargetP is designed to predict the subcellular locations of eukaryotic proteins7 [10]. TargetP predicts
in the N-terminus the presence of any of the
N-terminal presequences such as signal peptide
(SP), chloroplast transit peptide (cTP), or mitochondrial targeting peptide (mTP). The output is
given in Fig. 54.4. Name is the sequence name
truncated to 20 characters. Len is the length of the
sequence. cTP, mTP, SP, other are the ﬁnal neural network (NN) scores. cTP is only used if the
organism group on the submission page is set to
Plant since it is used to detect a cTP.

TMHMM 2.0
TMHMM 2.0 uses a HMM to predict the presence and topology of transmembrane helices and
their orientation to the membrane (in/out)8[11].
The output shows the results of the prediction
(Fig. 54.5).

7
6

http://wolfpsort.org/

8

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/.
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/.
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Fig. 54.5 Results output for TMHMM Server 2.0 of a Schizosaccharomyces pombe protein

Using the default long format: Length is the
length of the sequence submitted. Number of
predicted TMHs is the number of predicted
transmembrane helices. Exp number of AAs in
TMHs is the expected number of amino acids in
transmembrane helices. Exp number, first 60
AAs is the expected number of amino acids in
transmembrane helices within the ﬁrst 60 positions. Total prob of N-in is the total probability
that the N-terminus is on the cytoplasmic side of
the membrane. Following this section is the prediction of where speciﬁc parts of the protein are
likely to be: inside, outside, or TM helix (part of
the transmembrane helix). The structure is the
identiﬁer used, followed by the program name

(TMHMM2.0), the predicted location, then the
starting and ending position of the segment. In
this example, the prediction is that the N-terminus
is outside the membrane and the protein crosses
the membrane seven times and the C-terminus
ends on the inside of the cell. Using the short format: len, length of sequence, ExpAA, expected
number of amino acids in transmembrane helices, First60, expected number of amino acids in
transmembrane helices within the ﬁrst 60 positions, PredHel, number of predicted transmembrane helices by N-best, and Topology, the
topology predicted by N-best with “o” indicating
sections outside and “i” indicating sections inside
the cell.
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Fig. 54.6 Results output for ScanProsite of a Schizosaccharomyces pombe protein

PS-Scan for PROSITE
PROSITE is a database containing protein families, domains, and functional sites. The
ScanProsite Website9 scans the PROSITE database for motifs matching the input sequence [14].
The output from the Website lists any hits found
in their database matching sections within our
sequence. In our FunSecKB database, we used
the standalone program PS-Scan to determine if
there was an ER retention signal (Prosite:
PS00014), which if found could rule out the possibility that the particular protein would be
secreted. The output of a Schizosaccharomyces
pombe protein (gi 19115161) shows an ER targeting sequence detected (Fig. 54.6) at positions
321–324.

potential GPI-anchored sequences and a HMM to
classify those sequences into categories of likelihood. The four categories are highly probable,
probable, weakly probable, and potential false
positive. Our example did not contain a potential
GPI-anchored sequence and thus was rejected
with the HMM classiﬁcation never being run,
thus the output is not shown here. However, the
detailed information of the GPI-anchored secreted
proteins and the correlations with proteome size
and genome size can be found in Lum and Min
[5]. This Webserver support a batch of sequences,
but no standalone tool is available. There are
some other tools available for GPI anchor prediction, including Big-PI predictor 11 and PredGPI.12

SecretomeP
FragAnchor
FragAnchor10 is a tool to detect the presence of a
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor [15].
It uses a combination of a neural network to select

SecretomeP13 is a program that uses a sequencebased method for prediction of secreted proteins based on nonclassical secretory pathways.
The original program was trained on bacteria
and support for mammalian proteins was added

9

11

10

12

http://expasy.org/tools/scanprosite/.
http://navet.ics.hawaii.edu/~fraganchor/NNHMM/
NNHMM.html.

http://mendel.imp.ac.at/sat/gpi/gpi_server.html.
http://gpcr.biocomp.unibo.it/predgpi/.
13
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SecretomeP/.
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Table 54.1 Linux
commandline summary
for standalone packagesa

Tools
SignalP
Phobius
WoLFPsort
TargetP
TMHMM
PS-Scan
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Commands
signalp –t euk –f summary input_ﬁle>output_ﬁle
phobius input_ﬁle –short>output_ﬁle
runWolfPsortSummaryOnly fungi<input_ﬁle>output_ﬁle
targetp –c –N input_ﬁle>output_ﬁle
tmhmm input_ﬁle –short –noplot>output_ﬁle
ps_scan.pl input_ﬁle –p PS00014 –o scan –d prosite.dat>output_ﬁle

a

Input_ﬁle is the protein sequences in FASTA format. output_ﬁle is the ﬁle to save the
results of the program

afterward. The Webserver currently has support
for gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria
along with mammalian proteins but its use in prediction of secreted fungal proteins by nonclassical pathways has not been tested. Choi et al. used
this tool to predict nonclassical, signal peptide
independent secreted proteins in constructing
the Fungal Secretome Database14 [8]. However,
as the accuracy of the tool in fungal secretome
prediction was not reported, we did not use this
tool in FunSecKB (see discussion in Sect.
“TMHMM 2.0”).

Commands of Standalone Tools
We described the online Webservers above. The
online Webservers normally have a limit for
the maximum number of sequences allowed to be
submitted at once; therefore, to process a large
number (i.e., a proteome of a whole species)
the standalone tools are needed. For the standalone tools that need to be installed on a Linux

system, the commands of how to run them are
summarized in Table 54.1. Detailed explanations
of how to run each tool often can be found in the
“readme” page in each downloaded package.

Protocol Evaluation
The accuracy of a prediction tool can only be
evaluated using a set of sequence data. Min
reported the accuracy of some of the tools mentioned above in prediction of fungal secretomes
[7]. The tools were evaluated individually and in
combination with others. The dataset contained
241 secreted proteins and 5,992 nonsecreted proteins and the results were measured using sensitivity (Sn) (Equation 54.1), speciﬁcity (Sp)
(Equation 54.2), and Mathews’ Correlation
Coefﬁcient (MCC) (Equation 54.3) [16–18],
Sn (% ) = TP / (TP + FN )× 100

(54.1)

Sp (% ) = TN / (TN + FP )× 100

(54.2)

MCC (% ) = (TP × TN − −FP × FN )× 100 / ((TP + FP )(TP + FN )(TN + FP )(TN + FN ))

1/ 2

where TP represents the number of true positives,
FN is the number of false negatives, TN is the
number of true negatives, and FP is the number
of false positives. When tools were combined, a
true positive was counted only when all the tools

14

http://fsd.snu.ac.kr/.

(54.3)

used predicted the protein as positive. The results
were provided in Table 54.2, which was adopted
from Ref. [7]. Based on the results, we used the
combination of SignalP, Phobius, WoLF PSORT,
TMHMM, and PS-Scan, which gave the highest
MCC (83.4 %) result, as the prediction protocol
for fungal secretome prediction in FunSecKB
development [5]. The TargetP 1.1 can be used for
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Table 54.2 Prediction accuracies of secreted proteins in fungia
Methods
SignalP
Phobius
TargetP
WolfPsort
SignalP/TMHMM
Phobius/TMHMM
TargetP/TMHMM
WolfPsort/TMHMM
SignalP/TMHMM/WolfPsort
SignalP/TMHMM//WolfPsort/Phobius
SignalP/TMHMM/WolfPsort/Phobius/PS-Scan
SignalP/TMHMM/WolfPsort/Phobius/TargetP/PS-Scan

TP
232
226
228
230
228
224
224
227
226
222
222
218

FP
329
203
583
167
168
200
265
135
86
69
67
66

TN
5663
5789
5409
5825
5824
5792
5727
5857
5906
5923
5925
5926

FN
9
15
13
11
13
17
17
14
15
19
19
23

Sn (%)
96.3
93.8
94.6
95.4
94.6
92.9
92.9
94.2
93.8
92.1
92.1
90.5

Sp (%)
94.5
96.6
90.3
97.2
97.2
96.7
95.6
97.7
98.6
98.8
98.9
98.9

MCC (%)
61.2
68.8
48.6
73.1
72.6
68.6
63.5
75.8
81.6
83.1
83.4
82.6

TP true positives; FP, false positives; TN, true negatives; FN, false negatives; Sn, sensitivity; Sp, speciﬁcity; MCC,
Mathews’ correlation coefﬁcient.
a
The table is reproduced with permission from Min [7].

individual secreted protein prediction, however,
adding it to the pipeline for secretome prediction
slightly reduced the accuracy (see Table 54.2).

The Fungal Secretome
Knowledge-Base
The Fungal Secretome Knowledge-Base
(FunSecKB) is a database of fungal proteins collected from NCBI and UniProt on which we have
performed various analyses for prediction of possible extracellular secretion [5].15 From this site
(Fig. 54.7), you can look up speciﬁc proteins
using either NCBI’s gi or RefSeq accession or
UniProt’s accession numbers. In addition you can
enter a keyword to search for such as species,
function, or cellular location. You may also search
for secreted proteins of a speciﬁc species or perform BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool) search against our fungal database. When a
keyword or species secretome search is performed, a list of results will be displayed with an
identiﬁer to the left followed by a description.
The identiﬁer is a link and clicking on it will display the details page for that protein. Similarly,

15

It is an online resource available at http://proteomics.
ysu.edu/secretomes/fungi.php.

searching for a speciﬁc protein by gi or accession
will display that particular protein. This page
shows the results of the different tests performed
on the protein along with the sequence in FASTA
format and any available manually curated data.
The Web page is divided up into ﬁve main sections: Search individual proteins by ID or
keyword(s), Search secretome information by species, BLAST search, and Community Annotation.

Search by ID or Key Words
This section allows searching for a speciﬁc protein by using NCBI’s RefSeq accession or gi
number or UniprotKB’s accession number.
A search by keyword(s) will return a list of proteins containing the keyword(s) based on the
UniProt Protein name. Details of an individual
protein’s results may be found by clicking on the
identiﬁer. For each protein which has been tested
in our database, the results of those tests are displayed. The ﬁrst area includes the various
identiﬁers from NCBI and UniProt along with a
clickable direct link to those sites. Also listed are
the species, RefSeq deﬁnition, UniProt name,
and a UniProt annotation for subcellular location
(if any). The second area is a summary of the test
results consisting of a yes/no for prediction of
a secreted protein for each test. Also listed is a
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Fig. 54.7 Home page of Fungal Secretome Knowledge-Base

conclusion of whether or not this protein is
belonged to a Secretome: based on our own combination prediction algorithm as mentioned
above, that is, SignalP/Phobius/WoLF PSORT
predicted to have a signal peptide, TMHMM predicted not have a transmembrane domain, and
PS-Scan did not ﬁnd an ER retention signal. The
third area is the details for each of the tests along
with a link to the original site’s page on how to
interpret the results (if available) or the Web site
for the program. After the test results is listed
the protein sequence used in FASTA format and
if manual curation was done for the particular

protein, the experimental evidence and the
PubMed reference to the paper is given.

Search or Download Secretomes
by Species
This section allows searching by species of
secreted proteins, which are either predicted or
curated. You can either select from a drop-down
menu one of 53 species or manually input a species to search for. When using the drop-down
menu, you may also select a protein set, either

G. Lum and X.J. Min
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Complete Secretome or Curated Proteins. The
complete secretome is all proteins in the species
predicted or curated by UniProt or our curator to
be secretomes. From these options you may either
search or download the FASTA. Search gives a
listing of proteins similar to searching for keyword as above where an individual protein may
be clicked to view details. FASTA download
allows you to download the FASTA for a particular species. When “Curated Proteins” is selected,
a list of available proteins is given on a Web page
which may be copied and pasted. When “Complete
Secretomes” is selected a window will appear
allowing you to download and save a “.fas” ﬁle
for that species since usually the entire FASTA
ﬁle would be too large to display on screen.

BLAST Search
This section allows either a BLASTP or a
BLASTX search against either of our two fungal
databases. One is the secretome database containing our predicted and conﬁrmed proteins and
the other is for all fungal proteins in our database.
The input format is a sequence or ﬁle in FASTA
format. The NCBI BLAST page provides more
information about how to use BLAST.16

Community Annotation
This section is a Community Annotation submission page allowing the user community to submit
a protein for manual curation and addition into
our database. The required entries are email,
RefSeq gi and accession numbers, subcellular
location of the protein, evidence and reference
for the submission. Entries will be curated and if
conﬁrmed, entered into our database. Currently,
we have manually curated secreted proteins from
Aspergillus niger based on Tsang et al. [19] and
A. oryzae based on Oda et al. [20] We would like
to request the fungal secretome research community to submit experimentally veriﬁed secreted

16

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi.

fungal proteins to FunSecKB using this utility.
Once a protein has been curated, it will be permanently included as part of the database.
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